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1. Introduction. We employ the notation and terminology intro
duced in the paper "On Central Topological Groups," p. 826 of this 
Bulletin. As announced there, the representation theory of [Z]-
groups (as well as their structure theory) generalizes and unifies in a 
natural fashion that of compact groups on one hand and of locally 
compact abelian groups on the other. 

The following basic definitions will be used throughout the exposi
tion: (1) Let G be a topological group. Consider continuous finite-
dimensional irreducible unitary representations p of G on the complex 
Hubert space Vp\ denote the degree of p by dp and the identity map 
on Vp by Idp. Form equivalence classes of these representations, with 
respect to unitary equivalence, and choose one representation from 
each class. We denote by 9? the totality of all such representations. 
(2) If p £ 9 î we denote by pa the coordinate functions associated with 
p relative to some orthonormal basis of Vp, by %P the character of p, 
and by 36 the family of all such characters. (3) We denote by gc, $u, 
and gco, respectively, the algebras of complex-valued functions on G 
which are continuous, uniformly continuous,3 and continuous with 
compact support; by g r the subalgebra of gw consisting of the repre
sentative functions associated with representations in 3t, and by %z 

the subalgebra of %c consisting of the central functions. (4) If ƒ£$<? 
and xGG then xAf denotes the conjugate of ƒ by x, i.e., (xAf)(y) 
=f(xyx~1). The restriction of ƒ to a subset 5 of G is f s. If 5 is a subset 
on which ƒ is bounded, ||/||,g stands for l.u.b. {\f(x) \ / x £ 5 } . Finally, 
Joizdx denotes the normalized Haar integral on G/Z and J\dx and 
fzdz are left invariant Haar integrals on G and Z respectively; nor
malized so that JG^JG/ZSZ) the associated Haar measures are de
noted by /JLG/Z, M<?> a n d jJLz- (5) At times, functions on G/Z will be re
garded as functions on G. 

The next two theorems are technical results required for the in
vestigation. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Assume that GÇz[Z], There exists a projection f from 
%u onto %UC\%Z satisfying | | / # | | ^< | | / | | F for each compact invariant set 
F in G. Moreover, the subspaces %r and %Co are invariant. This operator 
is defined by 

f*{y) = f (xAf)(y)dx. 
Jo/z 

THEOREM 1.2. If GÇz[Z] there is a nonnegative f unction w in §C o^S* 
with the property that, for any f unction f in Li(G/Z), 

/
f(x) dx = I w(x)f(x) dx. 

G/Z J G 

This is a weighting function. 

We remark that it is possible to characterize [S/iV]-groups in 
terms of function theory as groups having "small" central functions. 
This, in particular, gives that if GÇz[SIN] then Li(G) possesses an 
approximation to the identity consisting of central functions. Since 
[Z]c[S77V] this means that [Z]-groups have this property. 

2. Finite-dimensionality of representations and an orthogonality 
relation. A basic fact concerning representations of [Z]-groups is the 
following. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let G £ [Z] and p be a weakly continuous irreducible 
unitary representation of G on the complex Hilbert space V. Then the 
following holds: 

(1) For each choice of u, v, uf, vf in V, the function defined by 

x —> (px(u), v)(px(u'), v')-

isin %c(G/Z). 
(2) p is finite-dimensional and 

J {px(u), v)(Pz(u'), v')~dx = djl{u, uf){v\ v). 
G/Z 

The proof of (2) rests upon a modification of a computation of Nach-
bin's [14] which yields the analogous fact for compact groups. 

From the method of proof of Theorem 2.1 one recaptures a special 
case of a theorem on representations of discrete groups due to I. M. 
Isaacs and D. S. Passman [9]. 

3. Separation and approximation theorems. A direct consequence 
of Theorem 2.1 together with the theorem of Gelfand-Raikov (see 
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Naimark [l5]) is that 9t separates the points of G. Hence we have 

THEOREM 3.1. [Z]-groups are maximally almost periodic. 

In view of this theorem together with Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.3 
of the preceding announcement, [Z]-groups satisfy the hypothesis 
of the Duality Theorem of S. Takahashi [18] which unifies the well-
known duality theorems of Pontrj agin and Tannaka. 

We remark that, with the help of the results of §5, Theorem 3.1 
can be derived without appealing to the Gelfand-Raikov Theorem. 

The following theorem summarizes the results concerning approxi
mation of functions on [Z]-groups. 

THEOREM 3.2. (1) Each continuous function on G can be uniformly 
approximated on compact sets by representative functions. 

(2) Each continuous central function can be uniformly approximated 
on compact sets by linear combinations of characters. 

(3) ï separates the conjugacy classes of G. 

The proof of (1) follows from the above. In (2), crucial use is made 
of the # operator; (3) follows from (2). 

4. The character formula and irreducibility criteria. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let G £ [Z] and p£9?. Then xP is almost periodic and 
(for f=Xp) satisfies 

(*) f(s)f(t) = / ( l ) f f(xsx~H) dx (s, tGG). 
J G/Z 

Conversely, if ƒ is any nontrivial continuous almost periodic function 
satisfying (*) then 

f(s) = X,(J) 

ƒ(!) XP(1) ' 

for a unique p infô. 

This generalizes the classical character formula for compact groups 
(see Weil [20]). For, as is easy to see, if G is compact and/(Eg c(G/Z) 
then J'Gf(x)dx= f G/zf(x)dx, and elements of gc(G) are almost peri
odic. In addition, the theorem shows that in the case of an abelian 
group G a function ƒ in §C(G) is a character of G if and only if it is 
almost periodic and f/fiX) is a continuous homomorphism of G into 
the multiplicative group of C. The proof of Theorem 4.1 uses an ex
tension of the # operator, as defined in §1, to representations, as well 
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as the Fubini Theorem and several facts concerning the Bohr com-
pactification. 

THEOREM 4.2. Let G £ [Z] and p be a finite-dimensional continuous 
unitary representation of G. Then a necessary and sufficient condition 
for p to be irreducible is that either conditions (1) and (2) or conditions 
(1) and (3) hold, where (1), (2), and (3) are as follows. 

(1) fG/Zp(xyx-i)dx = (Xp(y)/xPW)IdP (yEG). 
(2) I XP\ 2 is a function on G/Z and fG/z \ XP(X) 12dx== !• 
(3) | (pz(v), v)\2 is a function on G/Z and, for ||^;|| = 1, 

J G/Z 

COROLLARY. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2, p is a primary 
representation if and only if it satisfies (1). 

The following theorem generalizes a result of I. M. Isaacs and D. S. 
Passman [9] while relying on their method of proof as well as a num
ber of our previous results. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a [Z]-group which is nilpotent of class 2. If 
G has a faithful continuous finite-dimensional irreducible unitary 
representation p: G—>\Jdp(C) then Z has finite index in G; in fact, 
[G:Z]=d2

p. 

5. Extension of group characters; representations of bounded de
gree. In what follows, if H is an abelian topological group and 
X : H—» T a continuous homomorphism of H into the circle group T 
(written multiplicatively), we call % a "group character" of H in 
order to distinguish from our previous use of the term "character." 

DEFINITION. Let G be a topological group, H an abelian subgroup, 
X a group character of H, and p a finite-dimensional continuous repre
sentation of G. We say that p extends % if p(y) = x(y)IdPi for all y in H. 

THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a locally compact maximally almost periodic 
group and K a compact subgroup of G. Then each continuous unitary 
irreducible representation of K is (up to unitary equivalence) an irre
ducible component of the restriction PK of a finite-dimensional continuous 
irreducible unitary representation p of G. 

COROLLARY 1. Let G be a locally compact maximally almost periodic 
group and K be a compact central subgroup. Then each group character 
of K extends to a continuous finite-dimensional irreducible unitary 
representation of G. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let G be a locally compact maximally almost periodic 
group and K be a compact subgroup of G. Then the restriction map 
Sr(G)—>gr(X) is surjective. 

Both Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 2 are generalizations of facts 
known to hold for the case G compact. 

In what follows we denote by G\ the identity component of G. The 
following theorem generalizes a result of I. Kaplansky [lO] on repre
sentations of bounded degree. 

THEOREM 5.2. Let G be an arbitrary locally compact group. If all the 
continuous irreducible unitary Hilbert space representations are finite-
dimensional and of bounded degree then Gi is abelian. Conversely, if G 
is a Lie group in [Z] and Gi is abelian then the continuous irreducible 
unitary representations of G are of bounded degree. 

The following theorem generalizes an important theorem of Pontrj-
agin [ló] while relying on it. 

THEOREM 5.4. Let G be a [Z]-group and H a closed central subgroup 
of G. Then each group character x °f H extends to a continuous finite-
dimensional irreducible unitary representation p of G. Moreover, if 
£o£G, XotfzH, then p can be chosen so that p(x0) 9^1^-

Aside from Pontrjagin's theorem, the proof of this fact uses the 
structure theorem for [Z]-groups (Theorem 2.3 of the preceding 
announcement), Frobenius Reciprocity, and a theorem of Clifford 
[2]-

THEOREM 5.5. If G is a Lie group in [Z] then there exists a continu
ous finite-dimensional unitary representation of G which is faithful on 
an open subgroup of Z(G). 

In later work we will show that if, in addition, G is compactly gen
erated, then it has a faithful continuous finite-dimensional unitary 
representation. 

6. An orthogonality relation and a criterion for equivalence of 
representations. Since each continuous finite-dimensional irreducible 
unitary representation p of G has the property that p(z) =\(z)I, 
where s £ Z and X is a group character of Z, this gives a map p—>XP, 
i.e., a map X: 3î—»Z, where Z denotes the character group of Z. Theo
rem 5.4 asserts that if GG[Z] then X is surjective. 

The next theorem gives an orthogonality relation analogous to one 
known to hold for compact groups; but it is less comprehensive than 
the latter. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let GÇz[Z] and p, 0-E9Î, where p^a. If Xp=X<r, where 
X is the map defined above then the function x-^(px(u), u'){crx(v),vf)-, 
where u, « ' £ Vp and v, y ' £ V9, is in $e(G/Z) and 

(1) f <p«(«), «'><*.(»), t>')- <fó = 0, 

/or all u, u', v, v'. In particular, 

(2) I xPx<r <tó = 0. 
J QIZ 

We note that (1) can be stated 

J w(%)(px(u), U')(<TX(V), v')~ dx = 0, 
G 

i.e., in view of Theorem 2.1, 

{d^w^paliJ^U • • • , dp.pGX-Hx)}, 

for x i n <£> is a n orthonormal system in L^{G). In contradistinction 
to the case of compact G, more comprehensive orthogonality rela
tions, in general, do not exist. In fact, the functions 

[dl'Wtpisli, j = 1 , • • -.dp.pGSR} 

are orthonormal in L2(G) if and only if G is compact. I t will appear 
later that this is related to a Plancherel formula for [Z]-groups, with 
explicit Plancherel measure. 
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